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0 of 0 review helpful UFO and Government conspiracy By Book Reader Great story of a conspiracy reporter finding 
out just what our government knows about aliens and what really happened at Roswell In the course of her sleuthing 
aliens attacks and her one allie that goes along for the ride is a by the book military officer Throw in a net work of 
UFO believers and you have the makings of a TV show 0 of 0 review helpful Conspiracies Emory Hawkes is an ardent 
believer She rsquo s an investigative journalist dedicated to seeking out the truths behind cover ups and exposing the 
lies that keep the general population in the dark Her priority To expose the secrets at Area 51 While watching the skies 
over that top secret base she observes what appears to be saucer shaped objects descending Whether of military design 
or otherworldly origin Emory can only watch as they launch a deva About the Author Lesley Davis lives in the West 
Midlands of England She is a die hard science fiction fantasy fan in all its forms and an extremely passionate gamer 
When her Nintendo 3DS is out of her grasp Lesley can be found seated before the computer 
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